The paper aims to propose a new family of distributions using the probability density function of the first independent and non-identically order statistics (OS) when sample size n = 2. Two distributions from this family are deduced using famous baseline distributions. We study some mathematical properties of these distributions. Their density functions (pdf) and cumulative distribution functions (cdf) are obtained. Some useful characterizations of these distributions are also proposed. The method of maximum likelihood is used to estimate the model parameters. We derive explicit expressions for the moment generating function (MGF), Graphs of pdf, cdf and hazard function (HF) are found. Finally, we generate data using (Mathematica Program Version 11) to know the best distribution using Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test.
Introduction
Last recently years, many attempts have been made to propose new families of distributions in the statistical literature by the use of some baseline distributions. Marshall and Olkin [3] introduced the Marshall-Olkin family, Eugene et al. [5] proposed the beta family, Kumaraswamy family is found by Cordeiro and Castro [7] ) and the McDonald family by Alexander et al. [8] , Other well-known families are the exponential half-logistic family by Cordeiro et al. [10] , the ZografosBalakrishnan-G family of distributions [11] , the generalized Cauchy family by Ayman et al [12] and the generalized odd log-logistic family of distributions by Cordeiro et al. [13] . Eugene et al. [5] generate a family of beta-generated distributions used the beta distribution. The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a beta-generated random variable X is denoted as:
where s (t) is the probability density function ( pdf ) of the beta random variable and F(x) is the cdf of any random variable. The pdf corresponding to the betagenerated distribution is given by: This family of distributions is generalized by Eugene et al. [5] and Jones [6] , using the distributions of independent identically order statistics for the random variable X.
In this paper, we propose a new family of distributions depending on the distributions of independent but non-identically r th order statistic which denoted as:
See (David and Nagaraja, [4] ). (Vaughan and Venables, [2] ) If n = 2 and r = 1 in Eq (1) we obtain:
Here f (x) and F (x) be the (pdf) and (cdf) of some famous distributions. The cdf and hazard function (hf) corresponding to (3) are given by,
and
Some new distributions using Equation (4):
In this section we propose two new distributions, using baseline distributions as obtain by equation (4),
Exponential Gamma Distribution (EG):
Let the baseline distributions are exponential distribution and gamma distribution where Substituting pdf and cdf of Exponential and Gamma distributions in Eq (4) we obtain:
To prove that g (x) is probability density function it should be: i) 
 
Using substituting x y   , we get the result.
The cumulative distribution function of EG Distribution:
( ) 1 [1 ]; 0, 0 2 x G x e x x          , 2     (9) 2 ( ) 1 [1 ]; 0, 0 x G x e x x            (10)
Special cases

1-Let
,we obtain:
 , see (Shanker et. [9] ) in (7) ,we obtain:
2-Let
1 ( ) [1 ]; 0 2 x g x e x x     , it is Lindley distribution with ( 1)   , See (Lindley, [1]).
Graphs of PDF & CDF of EG distribution:
Figures (1 & 2) show that  & are scale parameters, they else show that the shape of pdf of EG is unimodal for different values of  & , the mode is equal zero. New family of distributions using the pdf 297
MGF of EG distribution:
[ 2 ] ( ) ; 0, 2 0 2 [ ] x t M t x t            (13)
Median OF EG distribution:
The Median of Exponential Gamma distribution is the solution of the following:
For M and the same is obtained using Mathematica program Version (11) as follows, 
Mode of EG distribution:
Differentiating (8) with respect to x, we get: 
Row Moments of EG distribution:
The raw moments (i.e. r th moment about origin) of EG distribution is obtained as follows, 
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The log-likelihood function for X is obtained as, 
Exponential Lindley Distribution (EL):
Let the baseline distributions are exponential distribution and Lindley distribution where: To prove that g (x) is probability density function it should be: i) 
300
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Using substituting 2 xy   , we get the result. The cumulative distribution function of EL Distribution: Figures (8 & 9) show that  is scale parameters, they else show that the shape of pdf of EL is unimodal for different values of  , the mode is equal zero. (10), we see that the HF of EL is decreasing for different values of  .
MGF of EL distribution:
22 2 2 ( ) ; 0, 0 ( 26 ) 2 ( 1) ( 2 ) ( 1) ( 2 ) x M t x t t t                   
Median OF EL distribution:
The Median of Exponential Lindley distribution is the solution of the following:
For M and the same is obtained using Mathematica program, version (11) as follows,
it is an implicit equation in M &  , it can be solved analytically for M.
Mode of EL distribution:
Differentiating (22) with respect to x, we get: (Fig 11) , this shows that () gx is decreased function of x and hence x = 0 is the mode of Exponential Lindley distribution. In this section we generate data using (Mathematica Program, Version 11) from Lindley distribution then test this data using Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test (K-S) on some distributions, one of them is Exponential Gamma Distribution, we obtain: Figure (12) ). We estimate the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) and the moment estimator (ME) using our data. See table (2) 
